ALL SESSIONS RECORDED - VIEW LIVE OR LATER
REGISTER HERE, ONLY $435 FOR ENTIRE 4-MONTH, 12-SESSION SERIES:
https://ravenheartcenter.com/index.php/grief-endings-and-opportune-challenges
Featured on Coast to Coast AM & Gaia TV, Dr. Linda Backman is an expert teacher, regression therapist
& licensed psychologist with 40+ years of private practice experience, including 25+ years guiding Soul
Regressions. Linda’s books are Souls on Earth, The Evolving Soul & Bringing Your Soul to Light. Linda
founded the RavenHeart Center & Training Institute in Boulder, CO in 1997. Linda is an international
expert in understanding how reincarnation plays a pivotal role in our personal growth & relationships.

Grief, Endings, and Opportune Challenges:
Our Soul’s Growth Window
Dr. Linda Backman & Expert Guest Teachers
Oct. 11, 18, 25; Nov. 8, 15, 22; Dec. 6, 13, 20, 2022; Jan. 3, 10, 17, 2023
5-6:30 PM U.S. Mountain Time
All Sessions Recorded - Registrants can View Live or Later!

REGISTER HERE - ONLY $435:
https://ravenheartcenter.com/index.php/grief-endings-and-opportune-challenges

Contact Earl@RavenHeartCenter.com or call 303-818-0575 for more details.

A 4-month “live” and recorded virtual course to examine, experience, and
embrace your soul-journey opportunities to expand and evolve.
Losses in life we may encounter include:
Death: Child, Spouse, Friend, Sib, Parent
Animals
Adoption
Relationship
Health/Capability
Job
Move
Addiction
Natural Disaster
and more . . .

Your SOUL is WISE. Endings and Beginnings are the “song” of our Soul when the timing of a
shift in your life is needed. Any “loss”, whether death, relationship, health, work, natural
disaster, and more can lead us into a painful and confusing life circumstance. While grief,
loss, and life’s challenging abruptions happen for each of us, we are to trust in the perfection
of such opportunities to expand our wisdom and impact on Humanity.
The “window” of our soul agreements to grow and evolve often appear like “mountains” to
summit and move beyond. Death of loved ones, health complications, passing of a beloved
animal, loss of a relationship, natural disaster, and many other “loss” issues bring us face to
face with great pain, thinking we could control such circumstances in our life.
Many, if not most, of the more difficult happenings in our life are soul-level intentions that
provide the option for us to alter our course or attitude in life. If we view a loss as only a
rude interruption to make us unhappy vs. a chance to take an alternate, unplanned path we
lose the “foothold” on our ladder to expand our soul’s evolution.
What does your Soul have in store when you embrace the golden opportunity to step
through and beyond life’s events that, on the surface, appear perhaps insurmountable yet
are an avenue to exciting, unexpected novel experiences?
For me, at age 25, my husband and I suffered the premature birth and passing of our second
child. Grief’s natural depression response was initially quite frightening. Fortunately, I found
a psychotherapist who supported my first steps to realize that I wasn’t permanently at a
“low” point in my emotional life. Admittedly, it took some time to learn that grief and loss
must be faced and can be integrated into your life. Many years later, once I discovered past
lives, karma, life contracts, and soul-growth opportunities, I came to KNOW the purposeful
nature of the loss of our baby. For many of my clients, health complications are a common
occurrence. Discovering the means to cope and understand the trigger for such physical
issues often reduces and relieves the symptoms.
COME join me and others for a 4-month “journey” as we travel together to “unlock” the
wisdom of your Soul Evolution to use each “loss” in life as an open window to understand
your Soul’s intent to evolve for yourself and the greater good of your loved ones and
Humanity.
Warmly,
Dr. Linda Backman

In this course, you will learn:
 What are the healthy, natural responses to Grief and Loss?
 How to recognize and cope with the normal emotional, physical, and spiritual pain of
Loss?
 What are the signs of your Spiritual Guides and your Soul’s Higher Self during Loss?
 How are your life contract and related events created?
 Can you communicate with a loved one or an animal who has passed?
 How to choose the “road” you didn’t expect to travel following a Loss?
 Are all Losses in life pre-planned?
 How do your past lives and soul origin (Earth-Based, Interplanetary, and Angelic)
explain Loss?
 How to cope more effectively with health challenges that may be intended.
 Dr. Linda Backman’s Soul Regression clients’ learning about purpose and how to cope
with Loss.
 Dr. Earl Backman’s channeling of Master Guides’ explanation of your Loss events.
All classes will be live on Zoom, with video recordings available soon afterwards for
registrants worldwide.
The Slack website/platform will be used for ongoing class discussion.
Classes will include teaching, discussion, and experiential time for each participant to receive
intuitive content and guidance.
Fee: $435

EXPERT GUEST TEACHERS
Expert guest teachers will join Dr. Linda Backman for sessions throughout the course.

Dr. Earl Backman (Dates To Be Announced)

Dr. Earl Backman will join Linda as a Guest Teacher to channel one or more Ascended Master
Earth-Based Souls.
Earl is an educator, trained mediator, and is skilled in the area of conflict resolution and
management. He has held academic and administrative positions at universities in North
Carolina and Arizona, following receipt of his Ph.D. in 1971 from the University of Oregon. He
served as University Ombudsman for Northern Arizona University, successfully mediating a
number of conflicts involving university staff, faculty, and students.
Earl has also worked with Linda, his spouse, in making several national presentations on
couples therapy, as well as working with couples in her practice. He is an author, a nationally
known consultant, and is trained in both Past Life and Between Lives Soul Regression, as well as
in the application of Shamanic practices. In addition to managing business aspects of The
RavenHeart Center, Earl consults with businesses and corporations in the field of conflict
resolution. https://ravenheartcenter.com/index.php/about-ravenheartcenter/about-rhc

Sue Frederick (Nov. 15)

Sue Frederick, Lifelong Intuitive, Past Life & Between Lives Soul Regression Therapist, and
Ordained Unity Minister, is the author of Your Divine Lens; Bridges to Heaven: True Stories of
Loved Ones on the Other Side; I See Your Soul Mate & I See Your Dream Job (St. Martin's
Press). As an intuitive coach and master numerologist she's taught hundreds of workshops for
grieving people; for people seeking meaningful careers and for those who seek a new story. As
a student of numerology since 1980, she brings a deeply enlightened perspective to using
numbers as navigational guidance tools for deciphering the soul’s journey. Her work has been
featured in the New York Times, CNN.com, Real Simple, Yoga Journal, Natural Health and
Complete Woman Magazines. http://www.SueFrederick.com
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